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First we introduce a family ol’ strongly harmonizing operators which smooth every suitably 
weighted continuous random field on an LCA group G into a strongly harmonizable one. Then, 
by means of these operators, we prove that the set of strongly harmonizable fields whose support 
is compact and which admit a spectral stochastic density is dense in the set af continuous random 
fields on G endowed with the compact convergence topology T(X). Finally, new sequential 
approximation properties of such harmonizable fields are derived when T(X) is metrizable (e.g. 
G=R, Rk or Z). 
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1. Introduction and presentation of the results 
1.1. Let G be a locally compact Abelian (LCA) group, r the dual group of (3, 
B(G) and 9(r) their Bore1 o-fields, ds and dy their Haar measures adjusted so 
that the inversion formula of the Fourier transform [ 13, 1.5.11 holds. Also let X be 
the family of all compact subsets of G. 
The space %‘J G, L2). A probability space (0, ‘8, P) being given, we shall confine 
our attention to the second order complex random fields X : G + L” = L$ (0, ‘?I, P). 
L2(X) denoting the Hilbert subspace spanned by (X(t); t E G) in L2, let us call 
%QG, L2) the complex linear space of the continuous random fields X on G such 
that L2(X) is a separable Hilbert space. From now on, %$( G, L2) will be endowed 
with the compact convergence topology g(rC), i.e. the topo 
convergence on the compact subsets of G, which is defined by 
E X) defined on %J G, L2) by 
P&(X) =max(]]X(f)l]; TV K), XE %JG, L2). 
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3. Harmonizable ( random ) fields. stochastic measure on G is a countably additive 
set function p whose domain is B(r), with values in L*. L*(p) will denote the 
Hilbert subspace of L* spanned by (p(B); B E 9 (r)) and 11 I_L 11 (B) the semi-variation 
of p on B, for every Bore1 set B of I-’ 15, Definition IV.IO.31. For the integration 
of scalar valued functions with respect o any stochastic measure, we refer to [S, 
Chapter IV] or [IO, Chapter TV]. 
A harmonizableJield on G [ 12, Section 21 is a function X : G + L2 such that there 
exists a stochastic measure p on G which is said to be a spectral stochastic measure 
(s.s.m.) of X for which the following holds: 
X(t) = I- O, y)cLwY), tfz G (1) J i= 
where (t, y) denotes the value of the continuous character yE r at the point t E G. 
In this definition, we do not impose the extra condition that E(X( t)) = 0, t E G 
because as in the (wide sense) stationary processes theory [4; p. 951 this condition 
is mathematically unnatural. It follows from (1) that 
E(X(0) = 
I 
0, y)(W(dy), t E G, 
r 
i.e. E(X) is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the complex measure E (p( B)), 
B E 93(r). This implies that the centered field X - E(X) is also harmonizable. 
Every harmonizable field X on G is bounded since IlX( t) II s II@ II(r), t E G. 
Any stochastic measure p on G is said to be regular [8; Section l] if for each 
B E B(r) and E > 0, there exist an open subset U of r which contains B and a 
compact subset K of r contained in B such that ll&A)ll s E for every Bore1 subset 
Aof U-K 
It is known [S, Theorem 41 that every harmonizable field X on any LCA group 
G has a unique regular s.s.m. (r.s.s.m.) p*, so that it is uniformly continuous on G 
[g, Corollary 3, p. 270) and L*(X) = L*( p*). As every stochastic measure y on G 
open subset of r is o-compact [ 1, p. 81 or if r is metrizable, 
lete, we can deduce that in such a case every harmonizable field 
ue s.s tn. which is regular. 
This result does not always hold; for example, if r is not metrizable, there exist 
non-regular bsganded positive measures on r [9, Corollary 121 so that there exist 
non-regular stochastic measures on G. If p denotes one of them, the associated (by 
(I)) harmonizable field X has two different s.s.m.: E;L and its r.s.s.rr-.. p*. 
The space %‘J G, L*). %?J G, L*) denotes the set of all 
It is endowed with the uniform convergence 
harmonizabie members 
topology T(oo), i.e. the 
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. Strongly harmonizable fields; strongly harmonizing operators. The bimeasure of 
any harmonizable field X on G, the fttnction .A4 : B(r) x B(r) + @, is defined as 
follows: 
where p is the r.s.s.m. of X. 
If the bimeasure M is extendable into a complex measure on the product a-field 
9S( r) @ a(r), X is said to be strongly harmonizable. Then, ZV&( G, L2) being the 
set of the strongly harmonizable members of %‘J G, L2), every operator (or con- 
tinuous linear transform) H of VS( G, L2) will be called strongly harmonizing if 
WUG, L2)! c R&(G, L2). 
1.6. Examples of strongly harmonizable fields. a. Stationary (random) fields. A ran- 
dom field X : G + L2 is called stationary if 
Vt, SE G, E(X(t+s) l X(t))= E(X(s) *‘x(o)). 
One can readily prove that every continuous tationary field is strongly harmonizable 
and that its r.s.s.m. p is orthogonally scattered, i.e. 
VA,B&!?(l-), AnB=0 =+ E(p(A)-p(B))=O, 
and conversely that if X is any harmonizable field which admits some orthogonally 
scattered s.s.m., then X i!: a stationary field. 
Let us remark that if X is any continuous stationary field on G, the centered field 
X - E(X) is harmonizable, but it may be non-stationary. 
b. Harmonizable cfields with a spectral stochastic density (s.s.d.). Let X be any 
hamGni.zable field on G and f: r + L2 be any function such that: 
(2) the Hilbert subspace L2(f) spanned by f in L2 is separable andf is d y-strongly _ _ 
integrable. 
Then X is said to admit f as an s.s.d. if: 
(3) the r.s.s.m. p of X admits f as a (stochastic) density, i.e. 
CL(B) = F ASP dx BE N-h 
Jr 
It is easy to show that every harmonizable field X which admits an s.s.d. f is strongly 
harmonizable (if d y is a-finite, its bimeasure is extendable into the complex measure 
E(f( y) l f( y’)) d y Od y’). Moreover f can be chosen in order that L2(f) = L2(X). 
Finally, X is also given by the strong integral 
X(t) = c 0, rLfW dy, te G. 
c. Examples. (i) Every function f: r + L2 for which (2) ho1 (3) a 
astic measure p and by (1) a onizable field which admit as an 
s.s.d. 
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(ii) Suppose that G = B and let X = (X,, n E Z) be an orthonormal sequence of 
L*. Then the field X is strongly harmonizable because it is stationary, but it does 
not admit *any s.s.d. 
%” (G, L*) will denote the set of all harmonizable fields X : G + L* which admit 
a s.s.d., and 9&,( G, L*) the subset of its members X whose support (X # 0) is 
compact. Finally we have 
2t:d,,(G, L*) c %‘XG, L*) c ~,,<G, L*) c TAG, L*) e %W, L*)- 
1.7. The new results. In Section 2, we build strongly harmonizing operators H such 
that H( %J G, L*)) c if& (G, L*) (Theorem 2). Usually these operators do not preserve 
stationarity. They merely consist of smoothing operators whose smoothing function 
is harmonizing (Theorem 1). They are used in Section 3 to show that Sre,.,(G, L*) 
is dense -w.r.t. T(x) .1. + \ J, in q l r L*) (Theorem 3). If G is a-compact, T(x) is metrizable 
and consequently every continuous field on G is the limit w.r.t. T(X) of a sequence 
of members of %‘& G, L’) (Theorem 4). Finally, we prove that if G is sr-compact 
and metrizable (this includes the usual cases G = R, Rk or Z) there exist sequences 
of strongly harmonizing operators having their values in 9&,( G, L*) which converge 
everywhere w.r.t. T(x) towards the identity operator of %J G, L*). Our main results 
(Theorem 3 and 4) extend and sharpen the following: “every continuous and 
bounded random field on I@ is the limit w.r.t. T(X) of a sequence of strongly 
harmonizable random fields, each of them admitting an absolutely continuous 
bimeasure” [2] which is itself an improvement of a well-known theorem of Niemi 
111, Corollary 3.4.2; or 12, Theorem 4.41 which states that any harmonizable field 
can be approximated uniformly on the compact subsets of G by strongly harmoniz- 
able ones. 
onizing operators 
2.1. As in Rudin [13; Chapter I] we denote by M(r) the set of the regular complex 
measures on & 4 the Fourier transform of every member (b of L’( Gj, and B( 6) 
the set of all fuiQctions f on G which are representable in the form 
at is to say [ 13, I.S.l] the set of all finite linear combinations of continuous 
positive-definite functions on G. The members of L’( G) n B(G) will act as harmoniz- 
ing functions in the followirg smoothing transformations. 
eo 
n 
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and that X is &-strongly integrable. 
is &-strongly integrable and 
Then, for every t E G, thefunctionsw4(s)X(t+s) 
Y(t)= 
I 
c d(s)X(t+s) ds, te G, 
is a strongly harmonizable field admitting the following s.s.d.: 
Y + &--Y) I (s, -W(s) ds. G 
Proof. We have 
&)(s, y) dr X(t+s) ds, tc G 
[13, Theorem lS.l]. So the result simply follows by using an appropriate form of 
the vector Fubini theorem [7; Theorem 3.7.13, p. 841 with a routine computation. 
2.3. Remarks. a. If we only assume that 4 E B(G), the other assumptions being 
unchanged, the random field Y under consideration remains strongly harmonizable 
but it may not admit any s.s.d. 
b. On the contrary, if we only assume that 4 E L’(G), YE %“( G, L*) if X E 
%“( G, L*), then stiationarity is preserved for X + Y. 
2.4. Strongly harmonizing operators of %$( G, L*). If the LCA group G is not compact, 
there exist members of %J G, L*) which are not ds-strongly integrable. So they have 
to be weighted by means of suitable weighting functions (denoted by o) before 
being transformed into strongly harmonizable fields, according to the foregoing 
result. 
Theorem 2 (Introduction of some strongly harmonizing operators of %‘J G, L*)). The 
formula 
e&X)(t) = +(s)o(t+s)X(t+s) ds: XE V&(G, L*), tE G, 
dejnes a strongly harmonizing operator H4,o of %JG, L*) having its values in 
%$(G, L’), for any member4 of L’(G) n nded measuvable complex 
function o on G vanishing outside some of 6. 
Let X be any member of %J G, L*). Since its restriction to 
rongly integrable so that, by the harmoni 
G, L*). Hence H,,, is a linear transform of %J G, L*) because 
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of the linearity of the strong integral. Moreover it is continuous and ever-i 
W-W), Wc))- continuous since 
Conseqttently, 
a. Theorem 2 remains valid if the weighting function o is assumed 
to be ds-integrable instead of bounded. Then the continuity of H4,W follows from 
IlHp,,(X)(t)ll~ IkbIlco 9 Ilwh l -h,(X), Xc WG, L2), TV G. 
b. Because of o, H,,,(X) may be non-stationary if X is stationary. 
c. If the harmonizing smoothing function q!~ vanishes outside some compact subset 
K* of G, then H&J X), X E %JG, L2) vanishes outside the compact set K, - K* 
since we have 
t#b(s)w(t+s)X(t+s)#O a te K/K*. 
So every H,,(X), X E %‘J G, E2) has a compact support which is contained in 
K, - K*e 
le. Let G=IW, a>O, b>O and let us put 
m(s)=~(l-~)lI-.,~lo. SER, 
and o = 1 c_b,D1. Since a l t#~ is a characteristic function which vanishes outside 
[--a, a], d c L’(G) n B(G). So let X be any continuous field on R : L2(X) is obviously 
it fo?aws from the Theorems 1, 2 and Remarks 2.5~ that the field 
h&X) defined by 
[-,,,(t+s)x(t+s) ds, tER, 
(4) 
is a strongly harmonizable one whose support is contained in [-(a +- b), a + b] and 
which admits the s.s.d. 
y + sin2 t: 
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ations sf continuous rando 
3.1. Theorem 3. X&( G, L2) is dense in %‘JG, L2). 
Proof. To prove that this is so, we have to establish that whenever X E %,( G, L2), 
every neighbourhood V of X has a non-void intersection with Z&( G, L2). Since 
V contains some neighbourhood W of X representable in the form 
W=(Y; YE %JG, L2), NK(X- Y)a), 
where K E X and E > 0 are suitably chosen, it suffices to check that 
W n %,,A G, L2) Z 0. 
Let K’ be a compact neighbourhood of o in G. Since o E K’, K is contained in the 
compact set K + K’. So, the field X being continuous on K + K’, there exists some 
open neighbourhood U of o contained in K’ such that 
td& SE u * ~~x(t+s)-x(t,~~~&. (9 
Let K” be some compact neighbourhood of o such that K”- K”c U and (bK” be 




l&-t - u)lK”(-u) du = lK” * i&-t), t E G. (9 
G 
&,, E L’(G) n B(G) [ 13, 1.1.6 and 1.4.21 is a non-negative function which vanishes 
outside K” - K”. 
Then so is the function 4 = a&# where Q! is chosen so that 
I 4(s) ds = 1 G 
Finally, let us put w = 1 K+K’. It follows 




from Theorem 2 and Remark 2.5~ that 
prove that &,+,(X) E W or equivalently 
WE K IIH$,,w)w-xwll s E* 
In fact we have 
H,,,(X i(t) -X(t) = &y)w(t+s)X(t+s)ds 
d(s)X(t) ds, by (7) 
(s)(o(t+s)X(t+s)-X(t))ds 




K “- K ” 
for 4 vanishes outside “-Wand because tdK, sdK”-K”+t+sdK+K’. 
By (5) and (7) we now obtain 
IlQJ(X)W-X(011 G Ji 4(s)llX(t+~)-X(f)11 ds K “- K ” 
GE 
I 
K K dw Qs 
I,_ r, 
This completes the proof. 
3.2. It follows that SE&( G, L*) is dense in %J G, L*) w.r.k T(x). 
3.3. From now on, we shall assume that G is a-compact. Then the Hilbert subspace 
L*(X) of L* spanned by every continuous random field X : G + L* is separable. 
Therefore we have VS( G, L*) = %( G, L*), iJf&( G, L*) = &( G, L*). 
If the LCA group G is g-compact, every continuous random field X : G + L* 
is the limit w.r.t. Y(x) of some sequence (X,,),,=, c %‘+(G, L*). 
roof. As a matter of fact, %(G, L*) endowed with T(X) is a Frkhet space if G 
is a-compact. One can also point out that there exists an increasing sequence (K, ) ,,> 1
of compact neighbourhoods of o in G such that UnZl K,, = G, and VK E x, 3n( K) E 
IN* such that n 2 n(K)+ K c K,. By Theorem 3, for every integer n z 1 there is a 
member Xn of &,,( G, L*) which satisfies 
So for every compact subset K of G we have 





The foregoing approximating harmonizable fields X,, n 2 1 are obtained in the 
,,,o (X) where the harmonizing functions (b,, and the weighting func- 
tions 0, are suiiably fitted to the continuity modulus of X. In the following last 
t and msrrizable, which allows the choice of 
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If the o-compact LCA group G is metrizable, there exists a sequence of 
strongly harmonizing operators of %( G, L’) which converges everywhere w.r. t. T(X) 
towards the identity operator. 
Proof. As G is met&able, there exists [3,12.9.1] a decreasing sequence (Ki; n 3 1) 
of compact neighbourhoods of o which forms a countable basis of neighbourhoods 
of o. We will also use the previous sequence (K,; n a 1) to define a sequence 
(H l n > 1) of strongly harmonizing operators of %( G, L2) by &l.%) 
(I)” = 1 K,+K;;-K:, n21 9 (8) 
4” = an&K:, n 3 1 (by W), with ar,, such that 
I 
&(s) ds = 1. (9) 
G 
Let X E U( G, L2) and K E gY: Then for every n 2 n(K) and every t E K, we have 
Kc K, and 




by (8) and (9). Hence we have 
NK (H,,,u,(~) -x) smax(llX(t+s)-X(t)(l; tel& SEKZ-K~) 
which clearly implies that 
So the sequence (H+“,+,; n > I) converges everywhere w.r.t. T(X) towards the 
identity operator. Moreover each H4”,,,” has its values in %!&( G, L2). 
3.5. Example. Let G = IR and let (a,; n > 1) and (b,; n > 1) be two sequerczs of 
real numbers uch that 
a,,-----+0 and b, - +w. 
n++oo n++aO 
If we put 
K;= _Q, Q, 
[ 1 2’2 ’ 
it follows from Theorem 5 
=[-(&-an), bn_-anl, nzl, 
and Example 2.6 that, for every E U(G, L2), 
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. Theorems 3 and 5 can themseives be improved to the following forms. 
3’. Let G be arj3i LCA group, %(G, L2) the set of all continuous random 
$elds on G endowed with T(Z). For every totally bounded subset 85’ of V(G, L2) and 
every neighbourhood V of o in %( G, L”), there exists a finite rank strongly harmonizing 
operator II of U(G, L2) taking its values in X,~,,(G, L2) and such that, for every X E %, 
H(X)EX+K 
Let G be any o-compact and metrizable LCA group. If the Hilbert space 
L2 is separable, there exists a sequence of finite rank strongly harmonizing operators 
(HIM n 2 1) of %(G, L2) taking their values in Z&G, L2) which converges verywhere 
w.r. t. F(x) uniformly on every totally bounded subset BY 
identity operator of %(G, L2) i.e. for every neighbourhood 
exists an integer N 3 1 such that 
n>N a VXE~, H,,(X)EX+V. 
of %(G, L2) towards the 
V of o in %(G, L2), there 
The improvement mainly consists in the harmonizing operators having now a 
finite rank, because it is easy to check that the approximations previously given by 
Theorems 3 and 5 are also uniform on every totally bounded subset of %‘( G, L’). 
We omit the proofs, which are based upon the metric approximation property of 
i2 [6; Definition 10, p. 178j. But H(X j and H,,(X) are not easily calculable. So, 
from a practical point of view, Theorems 3 and 5 are better than Theorems 3’ and 
5’. 
ents 
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